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The daughters of beloved teacher Wayne Dyer share their ever-evolving understanding of their father’s timeless teachings. “This book is our
song for our father and for everyone, because we’re all born with a Knowing—an inner compass, the quiet urgings of our soul that guide us. It
is through giving love, offering kindness, and paying attention that we can return to our Knowing.” —Saje Dyer and Serena Dyer Pisoni To
millions of readers around the world, Dr. Wayne Dyer was the beloved “Father of Motivation”—but to Serena, Saje, and their six siblings, he
was simply “Dad.” When he died suddenly in 2015, the sisters were blindsided by grief and felt unprepared to navigate life’s challenges and
conflicts without his guidance. The experience launched them on an adventure from loss to understanding as they came to realize and
metabolize their father’s teachings with a new urgency, intimacy, and power as they applied them to their lives. As their journey unfolded,
they realized their father’s wisdom—“The Knowing”—was embedded in their DNA ... as it is for all of us. “We didn’t discover The Knowing,”
write the authors. “We simply returned to it.” In The Knowing, Saje and Serena share how they recommitted to the teachings of their father
and, in doing so, created their own evolution of his principles that they teach today. They share the 11 lessons that cracked them open and
sparked their own spiritual journey, including: • Parented in Pure Love—the joys, surprises, and gifts of growing up in the Dyer family • How
the Soul Remembers—how to become a host for miracles instead of a hostage to circumstance • Take Your Shoes Off—bringing stillness to
the mind to open your heart to guidance • The Geometry of Forgiveness—change your life and the lives around you with a simple prayer •
Especially Love—how to always return to love, kindness, and receptivity The Knowing is a book for seekers young and old, for fans of Wayne
Dyer’s work and newcomers alike. Here is a profound and loving guide to lead you back—in crisis, in joy, or in this present moment—to the
wellspring of wisdom that always dwells within.
Do you ever worry what people think of you? Do you ever feel inadequate? Do you ever say 'yes' when you mean 'no'? Are you frightened of
failure? These are your erroneous zones - infuriating little quirks of personality that are barriers to a fuller, richer life. Just about everyone has
erroneous zones - but now, with the help of this book, you can learn how to overcome and eliminate them for good. Written by a top
psychiatrist, YOUR ERRONEOUS ZONES is a must for everyone who has ever been dissatisfied with themselves and their lives. After all,
nobody's perfect - but you can go a long way by trying!
365 musings and reflections drawn from the work of international best-selling author and beloved spiritual teacher, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.
Spend a year contemplating some of the best inspiring stories and observations of beloved best-selling author Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.
Dr. Wayne Dyer lived an outstanding life. Especially interesting is that even after his passing-on in 2015, he continues to gain in popularity.
His thoughts and ideas were so remarkable! Out of honor to the significant effect of his teachings on my life, I concentrated what I learnt from
his opulence of books. "You are not dancing to get to a certain place on the floor. You dance to enjoy every step." - Dr. Wayne Dyer If you
expect the most extraordinary mastery of writing, please choose one of his books. If you like to get a practical, profound collection of his most
moving ideas, take a look inside. Read and apply his proven tenets of an ornamental life to uplift yourself into Heaven on Earth, now.
In this deeply engaging live seminar, Dyer explains that instead of heeding the demands of the ego, which keep one mired in self-sabotage
through never-ending pleas and false promises, listeners can choose to move in a new direction--one that leaves the false self behind so they
can reclaim their true nature.
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Find Out About "I Can See Clearly Now" by Dr. Wayne Dyer" In A Fraction Of The Time It Takes To Read The Actual Book!!!Today only, get
this 1# Amazon bestseller for just $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device There are
many books out there that inspire people to reflect on their lives, but there are few that are as intriguing and interesting as I Can See Clearly
Now by Dr. Wayne Dyer. He is vividly honest about the happenings that have occurred throughout his life, and he works hard to show others
how to interpret and understand many important lessons in their own lives. This book is a really unique read, which is why we decided to
provide readers with a preview. So check out what we have to say about I Can See Clearly Now and decide if it is possibly something that
you would be further interested in. For a long time, Dr. Dyer's fans have pondered when he might compose a memoir of all of the things that
have happened throughout his life. Following four decades as an educator of self actualization, and as the top rated writer of dozens of selfhelp books, Dr. Dyer has, at long last, completed his first memoir. Dr. Dyer has conveyed his own life lessons in a manner that no one but he
can; he does so with a wonderful take-home message for his long-term adherents and new readers. This, in turn, makes it indistinguishable
from his prior works; the end result is an energizing new curve on the old configuration. Instead of a plain old diary, Dr. Dyer has assembled a
number of different memories and analyzes them to see how they fit into a bigger picture. In this uncovering and captivating book, Dr. Dyer
offers many events and occasions from his life, from the time he was a young man in Detroit up to present day. In an unfazed point of
interest, he relates his vivid impressions of the experiences that he lived out, including a number of major decisions that he had to make. This
quality brings book lovers with him into these developmental encounters. He explains these past memories from his present point of view,
noting what he eventually took in and learned from, and additionally how he has made this ensuing intelligence accessible to millions by
means of his long lasting devotion to writing books. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn When You Download Your Copy Today• General
Overview and Summary of I Can See Clearly Now• Important Life Lessons Found In I Can See Clearly Now• Others Opinions On I Can See
Clearly Now• Preview of a Summary of "The Doctors Diet" by Dr. Travis Stork Download Your Copy Today! The contents of this book are
easily worth over $5, but for a limited time you can download "Summary of "I Can See Clearly Now" by Dr. Wayne Dyer" for a special
discounted price of only $2.99 To order your copy, click the BUY button and download it right now!
"Happiness Is the Way will show you the impact of your attitudes, choices, and expectations, leading you to a great sense of empowerment;
help you realize how you are likely much more successful than you ever realized, regardless of the challenges you're facing; and illuminate
the importance of a personal mission. It also includes specific questions and journal exercises to help you chart the way to the life you've
dreamed of. The material contained within this book is taken from speeches and presentations Wayne Dyer gave to many varied audiences,
over many years. Yet it seemed that no matter who he talked to, he returned to a few themes over and over again, and these themes are
woven throughout the pages of Happiness Is the Way"-How would an intelligent visitor from another planet react to life on Earth? Would we welcome that visitor's presence and views? Are we
ready for such an open exchange? Weaving together science fiction, spirituality, and philosophy with wisdom, humor, and plain common
sense, Wayne Dyer tells the story of two peaceful beings from different worlds who work together to enhance the well-being of all.The gifts
that Eykis brings to the people of Earth help them see themselves in a new light, and compel them to rethink their negative actions. Her
insightful offerings will move you to new emotions, new behaviors, and a new understanding of humankind's limitless possibilities.
Dr Wayne W. Dyer and co-author Dee Garnes had often talked about how the ones who know the most about God are those who have just
recently been wrapped in the arms of the Divine: our infants and toddlers. In fact, Dee had an interaction with her own young son that
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convinced her of his acquaintance with our Source of being. Curious about this phenomenon, Wayne and Dee decided to issue an invitation
to parents all over the globe to share their experiences. The overwhelming response they received prompted them to put together this book,
which includes the most interesting and illuminating of these stories in which boys and girls speak about their remembrances from the time
before they were born. Children share their dialogues with God, talk about long-deceased family members they knew while in the dimension
of Spirit, verify past-life recollections, give evidence that they themselves had a hand in picking their own parents and the timing of their
sojourn to Earth, and speak eloquently and accurately of a kind of Divine love that exists beyond this physical realm.This fascinating book
encourages all of us, not just parents, to take a much more active role in communicating with our planet's new arrivals... and to realize that
there is far more to this earthly experience than what we perceive with our five senses.
Presents affirmations--one for each day of the year--designed to help the reader realize their full potential by utilizating the power of intention
in everyday life.
Best-selling author and lecturer Wayne W. Dyer has written a thought-provoking book for those of us who have chosen to consciously be on
our life path. The ten "secrets" for success and inner peace presented here apply whether you’re just embarking on your path, are nearing
the end of it, or are on the path in any way. Dr. Dyer urges you to read these ten secrets with an open heart. By doing so, you’ll learn to feel
the peace of God that truly defines success.
For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer’s fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher of selfempowerment and the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written it in a way that
only he can—with a remarkable take-home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike—and the result is an exciting new twist
on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir, Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment recollections.In this revealing and
engaging book, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the time he was a little boy in Detroit up to present day. In unflinching
detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet
then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately learned, as well as how he has made the resulting
wisdom available to millions via his lifelong dedication to service. As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there with Wayne, perusing his
personal photo album and hearing about his family, his time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much more.In the
process, you’ll be inspired to look back at your own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now.
Wayne has discovered that there are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of who or what is"moving the checkers," life has a
purpose, and each step of our journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn’t aware of all of the future implications that these early
experiences were to offer me. Now, from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every
challenge, and every situation are all spectacular threads in the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of
it." I Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of
enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the Divine steering our individual
courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.
Now available in a new format and a fresh package: the New York Times best-selling children's book by beloved spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne
W. Dyer that teaches children 10 concepts for successful, passionate, self-actualized living. Newly repackaged with a fresh format and cover
is Dr. Wayne W. Dyer's New York Times best-selling children's book, based on the 10 concepts from his New York Times bestseller for adults
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10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace. Wayne always said that it's never too early for children to know that they're unique and powerful
beings, and that they have everything they need within themselves to create happy, successful lives. With this book, parents can introduce
these important ideas to their children. The 10 concepts are numbered, titled, and set in rhyming verse, with vibrant illustrations by Melanie
Siegel to bring each point to life. A reader's guide at end, offers 10 questions that kids can answer to connect these ideas to their own lives
and make them realize how incredible they truly are!
There's a voice in the Universe entreating us to remember our purpose, our reason for being here now in this world of impermanence. The
voice whispers, shouts and sings to us that this experience - of being in form in space and time - has meaning. That voice belongs to
inspiration, which is within each and every one of us. The feelings of emptiness, the idea that there must be something more, wondering 'Is
this all there is?' and trying to determine the meaning of life... this is all evidence of a yearning to reconnect with our soul space. We're aching
for our calling to be felt and expressed. In Living an Inspired Life (previously published under the title Inspiration), Dr Wayne W. Dyer explains
how we've chosen to enter this world of particles and form. From our place of origin, in ways that we don't readily comprehend now, we knew
what we were coming here to accomplish, and we participated in setting this life process in motion. So why not think along these same lines?
Why put the responsibility or blame on any one or any thing that's not a part of us? On Earth we have the capacity of volition - we can choose
- so let's assume that we had the same capacity when we resided in the spiritual realm. We chose our physical body, and we chose the
parents we needed for the trip. It doesn't seem too great a stretch to move into the idea that we chose this life in concert with our Source.
Inspiration can be cultivated and be a driving force throughout life, rather than showing up every now and then and just as mysteriously
disappearing, seemingly independent of our desires. Inspiration is for everyone! It isn't reserved for high-profile creative geniuses in the arts
and sciences - it's inherent in our Divine birthright. The problem is that as children we're gradually taught to believe exclusively in the world of
phenomena where ego is dominant and inspiration diminished. As you read each chapter in this book, you'll find specific suggestions for
living 'in-Spirit'. From a very personal viewpoint, Wayne offers a blueprint through the world of inspiration - your ultimate calling.
This directed and practical book shows how to stop being manipulated by others and start taking charge of your own life.
"This book offers you an opportunity to internalize and directly experience the great wisdom of the Tao Te Ching, a collection of verses
authored by the Chinese prophet Lao-tzu."The words Tao Te Ching translate to ‘living and applying the Great Way.’ Although just 81 short
verses, the Tao encourages you to change your life by literally changing the way you think. By reading through the verses presented here
(which I’ve pieced together after reviewing hundreds of translations)—along with the corresponding affirmation I’ve created for each
verse—you’ll be embarking on a path that encompasses the profound ideas that Lao-tzu intended to convey."The Tao Te Ching offers you
Divine guidance on virtually every area of human existence. It is a new way of thinking in a world that needs to recapture its ancient
teachings. Work with the verses and affirmations regularly and you will come to know the truth behind the ancient Tao observation: When you
change the way you look at things, the things you look at change." — Dr. Wayne W. Dyer

Five hundred years before the birth of Jesus, a God-realized being named Lao-tzu in ancient China dictated 81 verses, which are
regarded by many as the ultimate commentary on the nature of our existence. The classic text of these 81 verses, called the Tao
Te Ching or the Great Way, offers advice and guidance that is balanced, moral, spiritual, and always concerned with working for
the good.In this book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has reviewed hundreds of translations of the Tao Te Ching and has written 81 distinct
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essays on how to apply the ancient wisdom of Lao-tzu to today s modern world. This work contains the entire 81 verses of the
Tao, compiled from Wayne s researching of 10 of the most well-respected translations of text that have survived for more than 25
centuries. Each chapter is designed for actually living the Tao or the Great Way today. Some of the chapter titles are Living with
Flexibility, Living Without Enemies, and Living by Letting Go. Each of the 81 brief chapters focuses on living the Tao and
concludes with a section called Doing the Tao Now. Wayne spent one entire year reading, researching, and meditating on Lao-tzu
s messages, practicing them each day and ultimately writing down these essays as he felt Lao-tzu wanted you to know them.This
is a work to be read slowly, one essay a day. As Wayne says, This is a book that will forever change the way you look at your life,
and the result will be that you ll live in a new world aligned with nature. Writing this book changed me forever, too. I now live in
accord with the natural world and feel the greatest sense of peace I ve ever experienced. I m so proud to present this
interpretation of the Tao Te Ching, and offer the same opportunity for change that it has brought me.
Bestselling author Wayne W. Dyer reveals a three-step plan for finding joy and taking strength from ourselves. In this liberating
and enriching book, Wayne W. Dyer teaches us: To tap into the power of our higher selves To live each day, regardless of what
we do, with a greater sense of peace and fulfillment To develop a sense of satisfaction with ourselves and others To move from
our insatiable need for more to an awareness of abundance Step by step, Your Sacred Self will help you understand your place in
the world and develop a sense of satisfaction with yourself and others.
In There's a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem, bestselling author Wayne W. Dyer offers compelling testimony on the power of
love, harmony, and service. When confronted with a problem, be it ill health, financial worries, or relationship difficulties, we often
depend on intellect to solve it. But in this inspiring book, Dyer shows us that there is an omnipotent spiritual force at our fingertips
that contains the solution to our problems. Drawing from the various spiritual traditions, especially from the prayer of Saint Francis
of Assisi, Dyer helps us unplug from the material world and awaken to the divine within. The first part of the book provides the
essential foundation for spiritual problem solving, drawing from the wisdom of Patanjali, a Yogi mystic; the second half focuses on
the legacy of Saint Francis. Dyer offers specific practical applications for applying the teachings of these wise men to everyday
problems, including affirmations, writing exercises, and guided meditations.
This book is dedicated to your mastery of the art of realizing all your desires. The greatest gift you have been given is the gift of
your imagination. Everything that now exists was once imagined. And everything that will ever exist must first be imagined. Wishes
Fulfilled is designed to take you on a voyage of discovery, wherein you can begin to tap into the amazing manifesting powers that
you possess within you and create a life in which all that you imagine for yourself becomes a present fact. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer
explores, for the first time, the region of your highest self; and definitively shows you how you can truly change your concept of
yourself, embark upon a God-realized way of living, and fulfill the spiritual truth that with God all things are possible—and "all
things" means that nothing is left out. By practicing the specific technique for retraining your subconscious mind, you are
encouraged to not only place into your imagination what you would like to manifest for yourself, but you are given the specifics for
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realigning your life so you can live out your highest calling and stay connected to your Source of being. From the lofty perspective
of your highest self, you will learn how to train your imagination in a new way. Your wishes—all of them—can indeed be fulfilled. By
using your imagination and practicing the art of assuming the feeling of your wishes being fulfilled, and steadfastly refusing to allow
any evidence of the outer world to distract you from your intentions, you will discover that you, by virtue of your spiritual
awareness, possess the ability to become the person you were destined to be. This book will help you See—with a capital S—that
you are Divine, and that you already possess an inner, invisible higher self that can and will guide you toward a mastery of the art
of manifestation. You can attain this mastery through deliberate conscious control of your imagination!
A child wants to become a marine biologist but makes excuses why it would be implausible, in a book designed to encourage
children not to make excuses and follow their dreams.
I AM, the newest children’s book by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, is taken from his latest book for adults, Wishes Fulfilled. I AM teaches
kids a simple but profound message: God is not far off in the distance, or even merely beside us. In other words, we are not
separate from God—we are God! Knowing that God’s love and strength is a part of everyone can help kids grow to meet their
greatest potential in life. The book uses a rhyme and illustrations to teach this lesson and help children realize that they are greater
than they ever imagined! There is also a special section at the end that teaches the important meaning and way to use the words I
am to create love, happiness, and greatness in their own lives and the world
Introduces seven "keys" to living a happy and meaningful life that originate in ancient Indian teachings and provide what the author
believes are the most important traits to possess--the ability to love and have compassion for others.
The world's foremost producer of personal development and motivational audio programs now offers an inside look at the kind of
positive thinking that can transform your life.
Turning This Thing Around is an inspiring memoir of overcoming personal struggles. This brutally honest, deeply personal account of
redemption takes readers on a moving spiritual journey.Confronted with a myriad of obstacles–a debilitating arthritic disease, narcolepsy,
anxiety and depression–the author was outwardly happy, but inwardly miserable. Pushed to the lowest point of his life, Maginn shares how he
gradually turned things around and used his experiences to grow as a person.Supplemented by heartfelt poetry by the author and with quotes
from Gandhi to Dr. Wayne Dyer to Eckhart Tolle, Turning This Thing Around has universal themes that speak to nearly everyone, as we all
must face challenges as part of being human. It is a self-help memoir of sorts: the author discusses not only what he overcame, but also how
he did so–and how others can, too. Unlike many popular memoirs on the market, this is a story that more people can relate to. Maginn was
not raised in an eccentric family (Jeannette Walls in The Glass Castle, memoirs by Augusten Burroughs), nor did he travel to Italy, India and
Indonesia, as Elizabeth Gilbert did in Eat, Pray, Love. Rather, Turning This Thing Around is a story of a normal young man's resiliency when
battling extraordinary circumstances.
Neville's teachings add a dimension that I hadn't really contemplated in depth until now." - Dr. Wayne Dyer, bestselling author of "Wishes
Fulfilled" What really is the Law of Attraction? How do you get it to work for you? These are the incredible stories you need to hear
Discover The Life Teachings Of The Father Of MotivationToday only, get this 1# Amazon bestseller for just $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99.
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Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. Dr. Wayne Dyer is both a student and teacher of enlightenment and
consciousness. He has been given the name “The Father of Motivation” by many of his students. Dr. Dyer has lived a very interesting life
that had consisted of many major changes, but his overall message has remained the same.In this book you will learn all about the life and
teachings of Dr. Wayne Dyer. This is a man who has made it his life quest to help the people of the world improve their lives. Many of Dr.
Dyer's teachings are thousands of years old, but he has the ability to translate them in a manner that they can be understood by the people of
today's generation.Many of Dr. Dyer's teachings originated from the eastern world and most of his students live in the western world. These
universal teachings are very simple, but they have the ability to make a huge impact on the greater good of the universe. It is very clear that
Dr. Dyer is a student of his own teachings because of his willingness to help people become more enlightened.Here Is A Preview Of What
You'll Learn When You Download Your Copy Today• How to determine self value• How to eliminate guilt and worry• How to cultivate self
control• How to discover your purpose• Understanding the ego • The power of being humble• Wayne Dyer's life story• Wayne Dyer Quotes•
The teachings of “The Tao”Download your copy today! The contents of this book are easily worth over $5, but for a limited time you can
download "Wayne Dyer: Understanding the life and Teachings of Dr. Wayne Dyer, the Bestselling Self Help Author Known as “The Father of
Motivation”" for a special discounted price of only $2.99 To order your copy, click the BUY button and download it right now! Tags: Wayne
Dyer, Wayne Dyer books, Wayne Dyer Biography, Erroneous Zones, The Tao, Wisdom of the Ages, Motivation, Leadership, Enlightenment,
Consciousness, No Limit Person, Father of Motivation, Dr. Wayne Dyer, Dr. Dyer, self confidence, confidence, self value, guilt, worry, self
control, self help, motivational speakers
Change your life using Wayne W. Dyer's astonishing Nine Spiritual Principles: Are the decisions and actions in your life controlled by your
ego?Do you have an ever-present need to defend yourself? See The First Principle. Do you inherently trust yourself and your decisions? Are
you weighed down with troubles or unresolved issues in your life? See The Second Principle. Do you feel out of touch with your environment?
Are your days more often out of synch than in? See The Third Principle. Do you have limits in your life that prevent you from making changes
or achieving your highest goals? See The Fourth Principle. Do you love what you do, and do what you love, in life? Are you constrained by
feelings of unworthiness? See The Fifth Principle. Is your day filled with high energy and the feeling that "everything is going my way"? Or do
you experience frustration or anger? See The Sixth Principle. How would your life change after learning to attract what you want -- peace or
love, job advancement or monetary fortune? See The Seventh Principle. Do you believe that the universe operates randomly? Are you
impatient waiting for good things to happen? See The Eighth Principle. Do you complain, find fault or take for granted more than you
appreciate your life? See The Ninth Principle.
Outlines a program of meditation for allowing one's mind to get into the gap between thoughts and make conscious contact with the divine
and the creative energy of life.
If you have children, then you have dreams for them. You want to see them growing up happy, healthy, self-reliant, and confident in
themselves and their abilities. But if you're a typical parent, you've wondered if you'll be able to give them all this. There's good news: you
can. Wayne W. Dyer shares the wisdom and guidance that have already helped millions of readers take charge of their lives -- showing how
to make all your hopes for your children come true. You will learn: the seven simple secrets for building your child's self-esteem every day.
how to give very young children all the love they need -- without spoiling them. how to encourage risk-taking -- without fear of failure. action
strategies for dealing with your own anger -- and your child's. the right way (and the wrong way) to improve your child's behavior. the secrets
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of raising kids relatively free of illness. techniques that encourage children to enjoy life. It's all here -- straightforward, commonsense advice
that no parent can afford to do without.
#1 Wall Street Journal bestseller! This new book of spiritual teachings from international best-selling author and beloved inspirational speaker
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer is based on his audio lectures from the 1990s and 2000s, offering a fresh take on mindfulness and enlightenment.
Beloved spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne W. Dyer often shared his thoughts on the path and practice of personal empowerment during his writings
and presentations. He'd say, "This is not about self-help. It's about self-realization, which is way beyond self-help." In this book, which collects
some of his timeless words of wisdom in a new format, the internationally renowned speaker and author offers spiritual tools to transcend
your current circumstances and old patterns in order to reach true fulfillment. He will show you how to become genuinely awake, aware of the
power you have within to shift your thought processes, release attachments, and tame your ego-to name just a few topics covered in these
pages. Wayne will help you understand what an illusion much of life is, so you can see the big picture and spark deep transformation (that is,
"the ability to go beyond your form"), resulting in peace and harmony in all areas of your life. He will also take you through the stages of
enlightenment and instruct you in mindfulness practices such as visualization and meditation, ultimately helping you reach a higher
consciousness. Indeed, as a result of reading this book, you'll feel as if you are absolutely living in the light, in tune with the magnificence of
the universe . . . and yourself.
"In this ... book based on a live event in Anaheim, California, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer sits down with Esther Hicks and the wise Collective
Consciousness known as Abraham. Wayne asks all the questions he has accumulated from his more than 40 years of teaching others about
self-reliance and self-discovery, and Abraham delivers the answers we all need to hear"--Amazon.com.
In Good-bye, Bumps!, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer and his daughter Saje tell a remarkable story from her childhood in which she was able to
overcome a physical condition in a very unique way. In the telling of this story Saje and Wayne teach children the important lesson that when
something is bothering them, they can change their attitude toward it and not allow it to have power over them. This book will help kids
understand that some things about themselves can be changed and others will always be with them, but what matters is how they choose to
think about these things. In addition to its valuable lesson, this charming story will remind all readers, both young and old, of what can be
done with the childlike belief in what is possible.
Intention is generally viewed as a pit-bull kind of determination propelling one to succeed at all costs by never giving up on an inner picture. In
this view, an attitude that combines hard work with an indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to succeed. However, intention is
viewed very differently in this book. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of creation to
take place. This book explores intention not as something you do but as an energy you re a part of. We re all intended here through the
invisible power of intention. This is the first book to look at intention as a field of energy that you can access to begin co-creating your life with
the power of intention.
Five hundred years before the birth of Jesus, a God-realized being named Lao-tzu in ancient China dictated 81 verses, which are regarded
by many as the ultimate commentary on the nature of our existence. The classic text of these 81 verses, called the Tao Te Ching or the Great
Way, offers advice and guidance that is balanced, moral, spiritual, and always concerned with working for the good. In this book, Dr. Wayne
W. Dyer has reviewed hundreds of translations of the Tao Te Ching and has written 81 distinct essays on how to apply the ancient wisdom of
Lao-tzu to today’s modern world. This work contains the entire 81 verses of the Tao, compiled from Wayne’s researching of 12 of the most
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well-respected translations of text that have survived for more than 25 centuries. Each chapter is designed for actually living the Tao or the
Great Way today. Some of the chapter titles are “Living with Flexibility,” “Living Without Enemies,” and “Living by Letting Go.” Each of the
81 brief chapters focuses on living the Tao and concludes with a section called “Doing the Tao Now.” Wayne spent one entire year reading,
researching, and meditating on Lao-tzu’s messages, practicing them each day and ultimately writing down these essays as he felt Lao-tzu
wanted you to know them. This is a work to be read slowly, one essay a day. As Wayne says, “This is a book that will forever change the way
you look at your life, and the result will be that you’ll live in a new world aligned with nature. Writing this book changed me forever, too. I now
live in accord with the natural world and feel the greatest sense of peace I’ve ever experienced. I’m so proud to present this interpretation of
the Tao Te Ching, and offer the same opportunity for change that it has brought me.”
Within the pages of this transformational book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer reveals how to change the self-defeating thinking patterns that have
prevented you from living at the highest levels of success, happiness, and health. Even though you may know what to think, actually
changing those thinking habits that have been with you since childhood might be somewhat challenging.If I changed, it would create family
dramas . . . I’m too old or too young . . . I’m far too busy and tired . . . I can’t afford the things I truly want . . . It would be very difficult for me
to do things differently . . . and I’ve always been this way . . . may all seem to be true, but they’re in fact just excuses. So the business of
modifying habituated thinking patterns really comes down to tossing out the same tired old excuses and examining your beliefs in a new and
truthful light.In this groundbreaking work, Wayne presents a compendium of conscious and subconscious crutches employed by virtually
everyone, along with ways to cast them aside once and for all. You’ll learn to apply specific questions to any excuse, and then proceed
through the steps of a new paradigm. The old, habituated ways of thinking will melt away as you experience the absurdity of hanging on to
them.You’ll ultimately realize that there are no excuses worth defending, ever, even if they’ve always been part of your life—and the joy of
releasing them will resonate throughout your very being. When you eliminate the need to explain your shortcomings or failures, you’ll awaken
to the life of your dreams.Excuses . . . Begone!
Teaches young readers a positive, spiritual approach to the meaning of money, and discusses that money does not define who you are, it
does not matter what others have, and abundance comes in many forms.
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